FASHION SUN LENS
Tinted Plastic Lenses

- Blocks 95% of UV rays
- Scratch resistant plastic
- 6 fashion colors available: Gray, Brown, Gray Green, Blue, Yellow, Rose

COPPERTONE LENS
Polycarbonate Polarized Lenses

- Blocks 100% of UVA and UVB light
- 2x Solar Blue Light protection*
- Blocks 97% or more of reflected glare
- 4X more scratch resistant than ordinary sun lenses
- Are polycarbonate so they are thin, light and impact resistant
- Available in gray, brown and green

ADD ONS AVAILABLE

Back Side No Glare
- Eliminates reflections on the back of the lens

Mirror Includes Back Side No Glare
- Eliminates reflections on the back of the lens
- 6 mirror colors available: Blue, Silver, Gold, Orange, Red, Black

*Compares Coppertone gray and green to competitive gray and green.
IMPROVE YOUR VIEW

Exclusive gray, brown and green colors provide 100% UVA, UVB and 2x Solar Blue Light protection.*

With Coppertone Gray Lens

Without
Polarized Lenses

See Associate for Details

These photos are not retouched.

Exclusive gray, brown and green colors provide 100% UVA, UVB and 2x Solar Blue Light protection.*

The Skin Cancer Foundation recommends this product as an effective UV filter for the eyes and surrounding skin.

*Compares Coppertone gray and green to competitive gray and green.

Coppertone® is a registered trademark of Bayer. VISION EASE® is a registered trademark of Vision Ease, LP.
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